Chapter: 3272
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

Yang Ning smiled awkwardly, and said helplessly: “Hey, one yard is one
yard, it’s also very embarrassing for me to be sandwiched between you
and Yang Qingfeng. I was helping him just now. You are the big boss. ”
Acting like a spoiled brat, Yang Ning in front of him did not seem to
make An Tianxiang’s face any better after exhausting his rhetoric.
He stared at the person in front of him dissatisfied, pulled out the chair
in front of Yang Ning’s hospital bed, and sat aside with a gloomy
expression: “Do you know how to coax a man? Listen to these words,
and I don’t want to forgive you at all.”
Yang Ning, who was still trying her best to look delicate, her
expression stiffened, and she pulled the corners of her lips. Helplessly
looked at the handsome man in front of him: “Okay, I understand
what you mean, how do you want to forgive me, boss.”
An Tianxiang’s expression improved a little, he raised his brows, stood
up and leaned over to Yang Ning’s face.
“Why…why?” The suddenly approaching face made Yang Ning
stunned for a moment, she looked at the person in front of her
dumbly, and her expression did not focus on any emotion other than
stunned.
“Raise your face and kiss me.”
The light breath fell on Yang Ning’s face. She was so close that she
could see every pore on An Tianxiang’s skin. The haze was finally
swept away from those amber eyes, and the long eyelashes trembled
like butterflies. .
In his absence, Yang Ning couldn’t help but think that no matter how
good-looking the man in the world might be, he couldn’t compare to
the man in front of him. Even Yang Qingfeng, because of the lack of
domineering and calm, could only be at the disadvantage.
“What are you looking at, don’t move fast.”
An Tianxiang’s impatient words brought Yang Ning back to reality in
an instant. She blinked her eyes and set her eyes on his face a little
helplessly.
“Um…do I really want to kiss you?”
As if to hide the embarrassment, Yang Ning asked again with some
uncertainty. It was obvious that the two had already had a more
intimate communication, but she still couldn’t get used to the things in
front of her.
Seeing her timid and hesitant, An Tianxiang became irritable again. He
was about to straighten up to leave, but his lips were hot. When he
lowered his head again, he saw Yang Ning, whose face was so red that
he dared not look at him.
Did she deliberately catch herself off guard just now? An Tianxiang
thought about it and thought it was a little funny. Yang Ning was really
a cunning person taking advantage of his distracted and decisive
actions.
“Well, it feels good.”
An Tianxiang’s expression finally relaxed a lot. When he remembered
that Yang Qingfeng wanted to pull her hair back but was avoided by
Yang Ning, and he asked Yang Ning to kiss him, Yang Ning said the
kiss and kissed him, which made him even more happy, which shows
that the two There is still a profound gap between them in Yang Ning’s
heart.
“Aren’t you angry anymore?”
After the kiss, Yang Ning saw that An Tianxiang was still staring at
him, and thought that he had not calmed down yet, and there was a
sense of tentativeness in his expression.
An Tianxiang glanced down at her, sat back on the chair, and thought
for a moment in silence, he calmly said: “Well, I understand the matter
between you and Yang Qingfeng, but I can’t care less, what are you
going to do, don’t let me see.”
This is the biggest concession he can make. From the bottom of his
heart, he hates any man to be close to Yang Ning.
“Huh? Really?”
Hearing him say this, Yang Ning couldn’t believe it from the bottom of
her heart. She opened her eyes wide and looked at the man in front of
her with a hint of surprise in her expression.
“I don’t need to lie to you.” An Tianxiang glanced at her, pinched Yang
Ning’s cheek in dissatisfaction, and a smile appeared in his eyes.
Seeing his decisive answer, Yang Ning finally smiled in relief, she
nodded and held An Tianxiang’s hand, taking a long sigh of relief.
At least in this way, Yang Qingfeng can be made friends with her. She
is very satisfied with the result.
After a while, An Tianxiang left the hospital after asking Yang Ning
about her injury. He said he had something to do, but Yang Ning felt
that he was going to Yang Yue to settle the account.
Although An Tianxiang had already been stopped and told him not to
go, Yang Ning estimated that An Tianxiang would not listen to him at
all.

